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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

How do you control major media? The short answer — illustrated in the video above — is: through

advertising dollars. Big Pharma advertising dominates, making up a large portion of a given media

outlet’s revenue, and that funding gives Pharma the power to dictate what ends up in the news and

what doesn’t.

While Big Pharma has frequently spent more on advertising than on research and development,

over the past couple of years, ad spending has increased to new heights.

In 2021, drug companies spent an aggregate $6.88 BILLION on direct-to-consumer advertising

(DTCA), up slightly from $6.86 billion in 2020.  And, remember, DTCA is only permitted ina two

countries in the world, the U.S. and New Zealand, so media tend to be particularly biased in favor of

Big Pharma those two countries.

Did Will Smith Smack Chris Rock on Behalf of Sponsors?

PZzer, Novartis, Eli Lilly, Incyte and Exact Sciences even sponsored the 2022 Academy Awards,

which was “an unusual turn for the industry,” according to some biopharma professionals.  Chances

are you heard about how Will Smith smacked Chris Rock across the face. Smith supposedly took

offense over a comment about his wife’s lack of hair.

Jada Pinkett Smith has alopecia areata, which is believed to be an autoimmune disorder. Isn’t it

amazing, then, that PZzer, a primary sponsor of this year’s Oscars,  is working on an alopecia drug?

They announced “top-line results” from a Phase 2b/3 trial in August 2021.

It’s especially curious since three of the other sponsors — Eli Lilly, Incyte (partnering with Lilly) and

Novartis — also have alopecia drugs nearly ready to go.  Coincidence? Or a cleverly disguised

publicity stunt for soon-to-be-released drugs? If the latter, it would put a whole new spin on the

concept of subliminal advertising. Interestingly, Dr. Paul Saladino posted a video earlier this week

addressing how a plant free carnivore diet can help quick dramatically not only in autoimmune

diseases, but speciZcally for alopecia.

Taxpayer Money Used to Advertise Most Dangerous Drug Ever

Even more egregiously, over the past year, the U.S. government used your tax dollars to advertise

the COVID jab, which is the most dangerous and least proven drug ever marketed in the history of

the world. How do we know this? Well, there’s:

An unprecedented number of adverse reports after the COVID jab Zled with the Vaccine

Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS)

Insurance companies are reporting unprecedented death rates. For example, OneAmerica

reported the death rate among working-age Americans in the third quarter of 2021 was 40%

higher than prepandemic levels;  the Hartford Insurance Company found mortality in 2021 was

32% higher than 2019 and 20% higher than 2020, and Lincoln National reports that claims were

54% higher in the fourth quarter of 2021 compared to 2019 (compare that to an average year-

over-year increase of 13.7%)

Funeral homes are reporting an increase in burials and cremations in 2021 compared to 2020,

when the pandemic was at its peak

In Germany, a large health insurance company found the death rate after the rollout of the

COVID jabs was 14 times higher than what was being reported by the German government,

and according to a British government report, 9 out of 10 COVID deaths have occurred in

people who were fully vaccinated

So, the U.S. government purchased favorable media coverage for a novel and poorly tested gene

transfer injection that is now killing and disabling hundreds of thousands of Americans, while

simultaneously calling for the censorship of anyone who dared to address the risks of this novel

treatment.

“ In all, the U.S. government spent $1 BILLION of
U.S. taxpayers’ dollars to ‘strengthen vaccine
confidence in the United States’ and ‘combat
misinformation about vaccines,’ all with ‘the goal of
increasing rates of vaccination across all ages.’”

As reported by The Blaze:

“In response to a FOIA request 1led by TheBlaze, HHS [Health and Human Services]

revealed that it purchased advertising from major news networks including:

ABC, CBS, and NBC, as well as cable TV news stations Fox News, CNN, and MSNBC, legacy

media publications including the New York Post, the Los Angeles Times, and the

Washington Post, digital media companies like BuzzFeed News and Newsmax, and

hundreds of local newspapers and TV stations.

These outlets were collectively responsible for publishing countless articles and video

segments regarding the vaccine that were nearly uniformly positive about the vaccine in

terms of both its eScacy and safety ...

The Biden administration purchased ads on TV, radio, in print, and on social media to build

vaccine con1dence, timing this effort with the increasing availability of the vaccines ...

Though virtually all of these newsrooms produced stories covering the COVID-19 vaccines,

the taxpayer dollars Xowing to their companies were not disclosed to audiences ...”

In all, the U.S. government spent $1 BILLION of U.S. taxpayers’ dollars to “strengthen vaccine

conZdence in the United States” and “combat misinformation about vaccines,” all with “the goal of

increasing rates of vaccination across all ages.” Government also collaborated with celebrities,

social media inluencers and “expert” interviewees such as Dr. Anthony Fauci. As noted by The

Daily Exposé:

“In other words, Fauci, the man who has been the ‘face’ of COVID-19 in 2020 and 2021, who

publicly disparaged anyone who questioned the data he was using to support his

recommendations, and who blithely referred to himself as ‘the science,’ was, in fact, a shill.”

The Level of Manipulation of Information Is Immense

While newsrooms claim to be completely independent from the advertising department, history and

the personal experience of insiders tells us this simply isn’t true.

Take Sharyl Attkisson, for example, a Zve-time Emmy Award-winning network anchor, producer and

reporter whose television career spans more than three decades. In 2009, she blew the lid off the

swine lu media hype, showing the hysteria was manufactured and completely unfounded.

In 2014, she wrote “Stonewalled: My Fight for Truth Against the Forces of Obstruction, Intimidation,

and Harassment in Obama's Washington.” It’s a tell-all exposé on what really goes on behind the

media curtain, and it’s not pretty. The extent to which information is manipulated is far greater than

most people suspect, and this is particularly true when it comes to COVID.

Years before the pandemic, Attkisson explained how false “consensus” was being created: Let’s

say you hear about a new drug for an ailment you have, and you decide to do your own due

diligence. Ultimately, you conclude it is safe and effective because everywhere you look, the

information seems to support this conclusion. You feel good knowing you’ve done your homework,

and Zll the prescription. But what you don’t know is that:

Facebook and Twitter pages speaking highly of the drug are run by individuals on the payroll of

the drug company

The Wikipedia page for the drug is monitored and controlled by a special-interest editor hired by

the drug company

Google search engine results have been optimized, ensuring you’ll Znd all those positive

sources while burying contradicting information

The nonproZt organization you stumbled across online that recommends the drug was secretly

founded and funded by the drug company

The positive study you found while searching online was also Znanced by the drug company

The news articles reporting the positive Zndings of that study sound suspiciously alike for a

reason — they’re reiterating information provided by the drug company’s PR department; hence,

you will not Znd any contradictory information there either

Doctors promoting the drug and making derogatory comments about those who worry about

side effects are actually paid consultants for the drug company

The medical lecture your own personal doctor attended, where he became convinced the drug is

safe and epcacious, was also sponsored by the drug company

In short, the “consensus” you see has been cleverly manufactured by the most effective

propaganda campaign in the history of the world, in an effort to convince you of what the corporate

cartels want you to conclude at the end of doing “your own research.” This way, they can sell you

more of their expensive and dangerous products.

Over the past two years, this manipulation has become far more obvious and easy for people to

see. Before the pandemic, it was pretty well disguised. Today, most can rattle off dozens of

examples of how COVID information was manipulated and controlled, through the examples above

and others, both by Big Pharma and the U.S. government.

Government Media Manipulation Has Been Routine for Years

For years, the U.S. government, regulatory agencies and public health organizations have colluded

with media to control what gets reported and what doesn’t. This, too, is something that has become

blatantly obvious during this pandemic, but it’s not a new phenomenon.

For example, back in 2016, a ScientiZc American investigation revealed how the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration routinely manipulated mainstream media, stripping them of their independence:

“It was a Faustian bargain ... The deal was this: NPR, along with a select group of media

outlets, would get a brie1ng about an upcoming announcement by the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration a day before anyone else.

But in exchange for the scoop, NPR would have to abandon its reportorial independence.

The FDA would dictate whom NPR's reporter could and couldn't interview ... NPR reporter

Rob Stein wrote back to the government oScials offering the deal. Stein asked for a little

bit of leeway to do some independent reporting but was turned down Xat. Take the deal or

leave it.”

As it turns out, NPR accepted the deal and Stein joined reporters from a dozen other media

organizations to get the scoop. “Every single journalist present had agreed not to ask any questions

of sources not approved by the government until given the go-ahead,” ScientiZc American wrote.

Considering the U.S. government’s many power grabs over the past two years, there’s no reason to

assume it hasn’t been using this kind of manipulation to control media coverage of COVID-19 and

the injections. Bill Gates, whose inluence rivals that of nation states through his funding of the

World Health Organization, has also poured hundreds of millions of dollars into the COVID

campaign. As reported by The Daily Exposé:

“Using more than 30,000 grants, Gates has contributed at least $319 million to the media ...

Recipients included CNN, NPR, BBC, The Atlantic and PBS. Gates has also sponsored

foreign organizations that included The Daily Telegraph, the Financial Times, and Al

Jazeera. More than $38 million has also been funneled into investigative journalism

centers.

Gates’ inXuence within the press is far-reaching, from journalism to journalistic training.

This ultimately makes true objective reporting about Gates or his initiatives virtually

impossible.”

DTCA Known to Produce Negative Public Health Effects

In 2006, experts warned that DTCA could trigger “placebo effects” and result in “negative

economic, social and political consequences,”  and in 2011, an article in Pharmacy and

Therapeutics noted that the rules governing drug ads to the public were “too relaxed and

inadequately enforced.”

As reported by Forbes in 2019,  “While DTCA has some positive effects, these commercials tend to

mislead patients and can result in the breakdown of the doctor-patient relationship ... According to

an FDA survey, 65% of physicians said that DTCA for drugs sent confusing messages to the

patients ...” Importantly, drug ads must:

1. not be false or misleading

2. present a “fair balance” of information describing both the risks and beneZts of a drug

3. include facts that are “material” to the product’s advertised uses, and

4. include a “brief summary” that mentions every risk described in the product’s labeling

Have you ever seen an ad for the COVID jab that held true to these four requirements? I can’t think

of one. People who have been injured by the COVID jab are now also starting to speak out, saying

they feel betrayed and misled, as they were never told about the potential dangers of the shot.

One excellent example is the Substack writer Joomi’s story, “I Was Deceived About COVID Vaccine

Safety.”  Has mainstream media become too corrupted to serve its intended function? I believe so.

At bare minimum, the likelihood of getting the truth on anything related to government or health,

speciZcally, is virtually nil these days.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,966 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Well, there's a surprise. When I Zrst moved to the States, I was somewhat taken aback (British understatement)* by the number of ads

for drugs and pharmaceutical preparations in general on TV. It also took me a while to realise that many in the medical profession

were constantly inundated with visits from pharmaceutical reps pushing their companies' products.  How naive I was. Many people to

whom I spoke seemed to boast about the fact that they were on meds in the Zrst place and often proudly spoke about the number they

were taking. Rather like a badge of honour.  WTF?  As someone who runs a mile whenever a doctor suggests taking pills on an

everyday basis, I was shocked.

(Mind you, this could explain why - since COVID - so much of the population has been seduced by the authorities' daily

pronouncements about COVID and been mentally bludgeoned into believing their lies). Whatever happened to America's equivalent of

the ADA? Presumably they've been bought out too. * The Brits are no better. When I left the UK in (2003), a lot of people were still

going to their GP and asking for a (magic) pill to sort out their issue; God help the doctor who might suggest that their patient actually

take responsibility for their own health and make changes in their general lifestyle - including eating habits, exercise etc.
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There's nothing new under the sun. In 1978 a school friend was doing 1st year Medicine and mentioned that one of the pharma

companies sponsored a dinner for all 1st year students, and threw in a free stethoscope.
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Big Pharma Advertising Dollars Are at an All-Time High
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

The drug industry inluences and manipulates media through advertising dollars. In 2021, drug companies spent an aggregate $6.88 BILLION on

direct-to-consumer advertising (DCTA), up slightly from $6.86 billion in 2020

&

The U.S. and New Zealand are the only two countries that permit DCTA, making media in these countries more likely to have pro-pharma bias&

The Will Smith-Chris Rock drama during the Oscars may have been nothing more than a subliminal publicity stunt for PZzer’s upcoming alopecia drug&

Over the past year, the U.S. government spent $1 billion of U.S. taxpayers’ money to advertise the COVID jab, which is the most dangerous and least

proven drug ever marketed, while simultaneously calling for the censorship of anyone who dared to address the risks of this novel treatment

&

By law, drug ads must not be false or misleading, must present a “fair balance” of information describing both the risks and beneZts of a drug, must

include facts that are “material” to the product’s advertised uses, and must include a “brief summary” that mentions every risk described in the

product’s labeling. Few if any ads for the COVID jab have fulZlled these requirements
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That's why Musk plans to replace doctors with computers. Computers can diagnose and prescribe better and cheaper than the

current spate of "doctors."
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Johnno4 - I remember reading the connection between big pharma and medical schools - so heavily intertwined. If you go to

them, be prepared to receive a symptom treater... God forbid any of them care to get to the root of the issue. As a mom who

raised Zve hoodlums, it's been interesting to me, on the rare occasion I would take them in, how a doctor can justify saying,

"take this antibiotic internally for your external wound," or some such crazy nonsense. It used to drive my son nuts that I never

did what they said.  I do believe we have amazing diagnostic tools... and then after that, I'll go ahead and Zgure the stuff out

once I know what I'm dealing with :)
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Seeing in slow motion the "slap heard round the world", it appeared to me the slap did not connect at all, but instead looked like

a "B" movie Zght scene.
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Just in case you have not already seen this. It is long, so try to watch at least the Zrst few minutes. You may Znd it is like a good

book you can't put down.  HOW HOSPITALS ARE BRIBED TO KILL “COVID” PATIENTS & HOW YOU CAN SURVIVE

 rumble.com/vx8n39-how-hospitals-are-bribed-to-kill-covid-patients-and-..
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So agree on this, "give me a pill is the general problem today. Any pill I might take for diabetes can cause heart attacks, strokes

and anything i might take for arthritis can cause Lymphoma which i had in 2000 thanks to Monsanto. 4 chemo drugs failed,

back to 3 months. Did my own research, went organic, keto and had a lot of prayer. 1 Year later I went into remission, still in

remission. To me, that proves they were wrong and I was right. I was my oncologist's Zrst patient to survive and live so long

after it.  So right, it is a badge of honor, distinction t o be taking so many pills.

One lady in my room when I had aortic valve replaced had been given a new heart. She was in for further treatment. Is on over

40 pills a day, some to keep her body from rejecting the new heart and then others to treat her for side affects of all

medications. She did not have a life, could not go to family events for fear of getting infections. What kind of life is that????  I

have almost eliminated the 2 meds I was on through diet, soon I will not be taking any pills other than organic vitamins,

collagen.
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Medications are created to create side effects and the need for additional medications to dampen the side effects, thereby

creating permanent proZt making Pharma customers.
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I had to go to a therapist and a shrink because I was having bad reactions to a drug I had been prescribed, and, since on one had

heard of my speciZc side effects, I was surely mentally unbalanced. (come to Znd out my symptoms were indeed typical of

anyone taking too much of the drug, but that's a whole new story) Anyway, after a particularly tiring session, whilst I listened to

the doctor go into a great deal of talk and him relating to me, "what I did this summer" I was ready to go...time was up and he

said to me, "Well, is there some kind of medicine you want this month?" (huh?) I said, "well, no, not really."  He said, "Well, I feel

like must prescribe SOMEthing for you." I asked why and added quickly, "are you saying you have to prescribe a drug to everyone

you see?" and he told me that yes, it was basically essential that he prescribe drugs to all patients. uh. okaaaaaay.....
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Yes, the whole show was planned, the sponsors were who we know, Will's wife has alopecia, there is a new drug in the making and the

dark side is everywhere, playing the movie for the sheep, I did not see it because I don't watch the idiot box, but I have heard enough

people talk about it. Everything that we are told has to be inverted to Znd the truth. I am so sick of lies and movies.
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I love you and I don't even know you.......lol  I am so on the same page !!!!!
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Indeed. I dropped out of Cable class twelve years ago. For my occasional entertainment I stream movies. Over the last few

years I Znd myself doing this less and less as movies get worse and worse. They are plotless, convoluted, killfests and nothing

more with occasional exceptions that are almost watchable but ultimately wind up getting turned off within twenty minutes. Our

entertainment industry has degenerated into a parody of itself. Our comedians are about as funny as a sponge rubber crutch

and mainstream television is simply, in a word, moronic. So long America.... thanks for the good years. Nice to know ya. Rest in

peace. And thank God I was born here in 1945. Talk about winning the birth lottery! That was the powerball. But oh how I grieve

for the young!
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premi - I am too.

Bwkirk - totally agree with everything you said!  Such a shame!
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Premi - I like your insight and understanding. ------ “The difference between stupid and intelligent people – and this is true

whether or not they are well-educated – is that intelligent people can handle subtlety.”  ~   Neal Stephenson ---------  I like that

statement, assuming that "intelligent people" implies "critical thinking."  Subtlety, nuance, the shades of gray between black and

white. Take time to ask consider, ponder, investigate, and ask "why?" Pull back the curtain, and who is behind it?  Be the chess

player, not the chess piece? -------- This "Will Smith" incident seemed contrived to me. G.I. Jane – that movie came out in 1997.

 How many people even understood the joke? Was the joke funny? And Will Smith's actions were totally off the wall and just

brought more attention to his wife's condition. And I don't Znd anything funny about making fun of people and their challenges. I

prefer understanding and compassion. What do you think?
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In our family, we had two TV's: One in the attic, one in the basement. That, said my late mother, was when we got our family life

back. And none of us are stupid, gullible sheep, we are thinkers. 2+2?
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Well, if it was all staged, I hope Smith got a good payday because his career deZnitely took a hit. Frankly, I think he's just a

dummy that reacted without thinking.
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Absolutely correct and my sentiments also...
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I check the local paper, online, just to see what they're up to (and how close we are to the re-instating of the mask mandate; and

worse!). That idiocy has been at the top of the "news" since it happened. Just like Hollyweird; news, weather and sports is all

theatre! We've been living in the Matrix for many years; where nothing is as it seems!
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Glad to hear someone else has taken the “idiot box” out of their life. There is (as yet) no law that forces you to watch TV or buy

mainstream newspapers. Therefore quite easy to avoid. As we know the psyops agenda relies heavily on mainstream and social

media bribery and corruption. Just imagine how free of verbal vomit we would be if everyone ditched their idiot box. We would

have known nothing about a so called plandemic, nothing about face diapers, nothing about being locked up in your home,

nothing about the cancel culture and ad hoc illegal mandates.

In the UK you have to pay for the privilege of being brainwashed courtesy of the TV Licensing Authority. No fascist state can

survive without brutal enforcement of lies and strict adherence to the protocol. The globalists must have realised early on that

without the idiot box in every living room in the land, the game was a non starter. Unless as in Na-zi Germany in the 30’s, you

risked getting beaten up if you didn’t shout a “Heil Hitler” at every march past.
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Premi, I thought it was staged as well. They are both experienced actors. The timing of Chris turning his head at just the right

moment allowed him to not take the blow at full force. And Znding out now that PZzer (as in Pfelons) has a drug ready to be

marketed for alopecia, brings this story closer to the probable truth of what really happened. BTW - I saw the incident online. I

put my TV (idiot box) in the alley over a year ago. I got tired of waking up every day to Gov Pritzker’s Daily Covid Report here in

Illinois. Peace and blessings to all of the wonderful Mercola commenters. Have a beautiful day.
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I have not watched media, especially Oscarsfor years now for this reason. I heard about it and my only reaction was YES, Will

was wrong, 2 wrongs do not make a right and ROCK's joke was in very poor taste. Why would he do this on public broadcast, so

stupid on his part. It does not warrant so much coverage on news. IN fact, nothing coming out of Hollywood today is worthy of

coverage.
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This is funny. Facebook says that Fauci spreads misinformation. In a 2 minutes video Fauci was saying natural immunity is better than

a vaccine. But the video got factchecked by Facebook as misinformation

 stevekirsch.substack.com/p/facebook-says-that-fauci-spreads?s=r
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Fauci speaks with FORKED  TONGUE
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This is interesting, because this is also used in other countries, and can be used again in the future to brainwash us like for

agenda 2030. I live in Holland (Europe) a team ask for 60,000 pages of government communication about the epidemic. They

got them and researched them. They found various publications about inluencing behavior and illegal espionage practices by

military units on the Dutch population, with a clear goal: to create an uncritical population, to maintain order and control.  The

possibility that the public lost trust in the government as a news source, was regarded as a signiZcant threat.

Afraid of critical voices, an astonishing number of ministries, institutions and companies are involved in the Zght against critics,

framing them for giving “disinformation”, Ministries, such as Defence, Foreign Affairs, Justice, and Interior working together

forming a task force to devise tactics to counteract unwanted noises and to sabotage unwanted opinions, what comes down to

mindcontrol. Remarkable techniques are used for this, such as undermining inluential people on social media by using fake

accounts. Banning citizens and video channels from social media are also among the ideas.

To counter the spread of unwelcome opinions on YouTube, Facebook,Twitter, WhatsApp. They hire popular inluencers, who

were paid heavily for posting a videos and pro-vaccination stories on their media accounts, and tv to promote the government

narratives. Also they used so-called “harvesting”. With this technique, mass messages are harvested on social media, with the

intention of building behavioral proZles of citizens. This allows citizens to be targeted with tailor-made advertisements.

(Continue under )
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They implemented 25 lines of action against "disinformation" with all ministries, with branches to a staggering number of

institutes, military units, intelligence services, universities, research bureaus, police, health services and tech companies and

national tv.  300 Dutch IT companies came together in the "TechAgainst Corona" conglomerate, where they talk about

censorship with academics, inventors and opcials from ministries. This Tech conglomerate is now looking beyond the health

crisis: the 2,000 "tech experts" have also considered the 2021 elections, according to a document on its website. According to

the interdepartmental working group to tackle the health crisis, one of the prominent action points is to spread positive

communication about the EU and NATO and counteract criticism of these multilateral links.

The coordination is entrusted to Stratcom. This is a NATO accredited military organization, which deals with strategic

communication within the allied power bloc. Their website about the virus is: www.stratcom.mil/Coronavirus   The European

Union (EU) is also increasingly concerned with the issue of disinformation. In fact, she has had a coordinating role for the EU

countries since the autumn of 2020. The EU stated on October 19, 2020 that there is an increasing amount of disinformation,

because of an increased resistance to political policy.

By that time, Twitter had already deleted 3.4 million accounts targeting the coronavirus storylines. YouTube had already

removed 15,000 videos that went against the opcial corona story, according to a report from TechAgainstCorona. The
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intelligence services and the Army are also involved in the Zght against "disinformation", giving it a military character. In

addition to collecting information about citizens and sentiments with fake accounts, these services undermine critical

journalists and inluential citizens through the use of trolls.
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Check out this trailer for the upcoming National Geographic documentary on Fauci -- https://youtu.be/NBEau86jZjI   It's obvious

and almost vomit-inducing propaganda, and as such is a bit dipcult to watch. BUT, the comments section below the video may

begin to restore your faith in humanity. Nearly 28,000 comments and not a single one of them positive. There are a lot of people

out there who see Fauci for exactly what he is.
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Pete - Jeesh! *shakes head ... :)

Goodhands - thanks for the heads up to reading the comments! How anyone could think of him as a success is BEYOND ME!
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Fauci is nothing more than a tool of the Vatican.
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Now that's "a Zrst", that Fauci was censored! Whew. But, it also speaks miles and miles to the fact that Fauci knows exactly what

he is doing wtih these "vaccines", and what brainwashes about them he is spreading around, based on pure salesmanship and

propaganda. What a snake. Sick! And who has bought off "Fact" checkers anyway, eh?? Can't guess, hahaha! ~~~We must blog.

This is the solution. We as bloggers have enormous power to break through with truth! We must practice the solution!
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THANK YOU, Good_Hands!! I'm very pessimistic about our future, and pretty much lost faith in humanity's ability to see reality.

The comments make me think there may be hope after all. Still, we need to claw back the money and power, which is all in the

wrong hands. None of the commenters control a powerful media Zrm like NatGeo. If there is some honesty left in the judiciary,

we SHOULD be able to take everything they have through legal action for the damage they've caused. I'm hoping. If not, it will

take a total collapse of civilization and all the death and misery that will bring. Still better than their dream world.
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steelj, you make a good point, and I do believe that in the end we'll get back our due. There are far more people awake to the

fraud than many of us realize, and I catch glimpses of that fact from time to time. Far fewer people have taken the depop clot

shot than MSM or the Prez would have us believe, and as more and more secrets leak into the mainstream consciousness more

people are speaking out. If we manage to have elections this fall (the Dems will likely pull some sort of stunt to give themselves

a reason to postpone them or cancel them outright), then we almost certainly see a red wave, and then we'll have a chance to

usher in some sweeping changes. My mantra for this year: "November elections bring December electrocutions."
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"Still, we need to claw back the money and power, which is all in the wrong hands." The only way to do that, steelj, is to stop

voluntarily giving it away and starve the beast by refusing (as much as possible) to pay taxes.
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Pete, this is sad? Entire time they have focused our (collective) attention on the Wuhan lab, the actual virus in question was

developed in North Carolina, at the lab of Ralph Baric. The planning in 2016 was for a universal vaxxn, the root of the entire

bioweapon issue can be found, well-grounded inside the US.
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And Pete, in answer to your insistence yesterday on "doing something" you may want to listen to this interview link that Leahoz

posted below; in the Zrst segment, Stew Peters interviews Dr David Martin who gives an update on their legal proceedings to

date in Utah, and what prompted their unusual actions.- - -

beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/04/stew-peters-live-dr-dav..
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Raythe4th, you have that backwards. The Vatican is no more than the tool of Fauci. I speak as a 100% believing Catholic but not

as one who recognizes this corrupt Vatican and its phony pope.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is hilarious and I hope it is widely seen. Why that guy isn't in prison is beyond me. The Znal nail in the copn of any

remaining trust in government institutions or the press happened for me at the beginning of last year when it was

recommended that those with prior covid immunity get the experimental vaccine.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FB FACT CHECKED FAUCI???????????????????
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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The covid vaxine is an experimental drug. As such, it cannot be recommended, by moral physicians and others for use in children

beneath the age of consent. This would be considered EXPERIMENTING on children. In a sane world, risky medical experimentation on

perfectly healthy children, with little risk of negative outcomes even if they do contract disease, is child abuse.  People will need to

decide who controls the body and soul of that child--whether it is God and the parents or the state. We are primarily talking about

normal healthy children. If children are immune-impaired it makes even less sense to vaxinate them due to an unresponsive immune

system. The risks of death and adverse events increase with comorbidities.
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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@ Almond, thank you.....your words are kind...
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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@ Almond, I agree with you, in a sane world, pregnant mothers and children, wouldn't be be JAB.
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Our children are precious, and so is every single soul on our planet, if we are awake and aware of the fundamental truth of Spirit

living in every living creature.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Sicking in so many ways. Clip after clip either tagged as misinformation go to opcial narrative, or outright scrubbed, gone. Yesterday a

clip, PZzer once again caught ef'ng with data, by Redacted with Clayton & ... Don't bother looking, already gone for reporting on truthful

data about PZzer Freedom of Information release showing PZzer knew about massive Jab/s injuries. As others are noting here today,

clips showing information coming directly from the Horse's ^$$ scrubbed and the Platform attacked, removed the information or

deplatformed or demonetized.

Being as those behind it all know they have most likely hit their saturation point of those willing or suckered into Jab/s are not likely to

budge, it is now focused on promoting their disinformation centers, Divide & Conquer, Mass Confusion for the sake of Mass

Formation. The worst of it all, it looks like the worst is yet to come. And, as if it all needs to be made opcial - They are coming for us -

https://youtu.be/0iKcd-ItB90  If there is any way to shoot this down, it can't come fast enough.
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Powers that be may try to take away our freedoms , our free speech, our x, our y and our z. But what they can not take away, is

the very real truth. Side effects, deaths, coercion, virtual gunpointing, lies, deceit, false misleads, more.....And the truth will

come out! Denial breaks based on suffering, alas that this is the dynamic, but this era is rife with it and hence, mass denial is

bound to break! When the masses wake up there is enormous power! BigPharma and dictators underscoring its agendas for

world domination and control, are all going to take a fall. The truth will out, and is mightier than the sword!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Steve; I can't even convince people that they need to stock up on non-perishable foods. They will remain oblivious - and they will

all be lining up for their next "shot"!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, they'll be lining up at your door asking for a hand-out from YOUR stash. Hope you have a good hiding place. :-)
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If you understand the pathetic lying media, it becomes pure comedy...we laugh at the silly come-ons and curse the dangerous

propaganda...Oscar ratings like the piss-poor offerings of their "industry" are dying and now thanks to Smith/Rock everyone knows or

remembers what is alopecia....AT&T/DIRECTTV recently removed RT news and yesterday OAN to help promote war

messaging..Censorship controls the narrative, minds and protects "power." So you hear from Zelensky not Putin, Fauci not Mercola,

agenda fantasy not reality. As I watch politicians and pundits, I see pure douche-baggery, the same kids we used to beat up after

school.
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dude01
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Your words always seem to hit the nail on the head, Forbidden.
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It's like those optical illusions: once you see it you can't not see it. It is laughable. My Zrst reaction when seeing the slap was

that it was staged for some reason. Now it's obvious, no coincidence that the drug companies are involved in an alopecia joke.

They,'ve become a pervasive scourge on humankind.
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This all goes back to the mid-1980's, 1984-86 speciZcally. These were the Reagan years of deregulation. He didn't get much pushback

from anyone (including me). He sounded a lot like Trump in his ideologies. He would address the nation and say things like, "why does

it take the USA 20 years to approve a drug, while our competitors in Europe take half that time?" The FDA was actually pushing back.

They were slapping Znes on pharmaceutical companies who dared to promote a drug, especially a new drug, with DTCA. By 1986 that

changed. A young entrepreneur decided to break the rules and create a new DTCA commercial.

The FDA threatened to Zne them if they didn't pull the advertisement. They Zled a lawsuit against the FDA and the FDA backed down.

The rest is history. Big Pharma has grown exponentially ever since. With the Reagan Administration deregulating how drugs get

approved and now the FDA looking the other way with DTCA, nothing could stop or prevent Big Pharma from becoming the biggest

monopoly on the planet. It has now morphed into a puppet government that literally controls everything we do. It's time to just walk

away from the medical system!
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Ha, the seriously big issues started around 1998-1999, when they allowed tv advertising of pharma products. This industry has

killed a fairly viable medium, the entire industry appears captured. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - You will luv this one: "Biden Directs Federal

Agencies To Support People Suffering From Long Covid" -

www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-long-covid-support_n_624d3fe0e4b068157f7d..  - and Huffpost placed this under their

"Political" category. - And the delusion in thinking of using more toxic drugs to suppress the symptoms of a toxic brew shot into
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"Political" category. - And the delusion in thinking of using more toxic drugs to suppress the symptoms of a toxic brew shot into

people? Or is Biden formally creating a new market for the HIV drugs Moderna has been working on? Keep yer eyes out!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 8:42:13 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, Real! Big Pharma got a huge boost in 1999 right after the Clinton Administration mandated that all employers with 50 or

more employees provide health insurance.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Medical system has it place in setting bones, that kind ofstuff. The rest, leave up to the individual and common sense. Give me

my organics, vitamins from Mercola.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Indeed, it's nothing new. The 80s might be said to when it shifted into high gear, the 90s into overdrive, and we how have the

engine smoking. But the true history of the fraudulent, harmful, and ineffective smallpox vaccine shows the same thing had

been going on much longer. Probably back to literally the Zrst days medical treatment was done for proZt.
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JerryNowacki
Joined On 1/31/2010 9:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

5 elements of Brainwashing Isolation, Control, Uncertainty, REPETITION, Emotion. If you watch or listen to MSM / radio you are

brainwashed to a greater or lesser degree. We ALL are !!! Ezra Pound stated " a slave is anyone who is waiting for someone else to

save them" If you return to Nature (which most people have divorced themselves from) you reset your Mind, Body and Spirit in

harmony with the cycles of homeostasis. his is a simple program if you're not Brainwashed ? ? At one time the aforementioned was

called Common Sense !
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have to admit, it was hard to get off all television 'programming' - and my kids really missed it back when I shut it all off... but

living IRL is so much more fun!  As for the slave remark, that was the hardest thing to overcome during the 10ish years I

homeschooled my kids. I wanted someone to tell me what to do. I had no idea why I was so frozen in the beginning. I had to

divorce myself from the style of the institution (and since I was educated in catholic schools, it was even worse because I also

had PTSD that I hadn't recognized...) Getting back to nature, the greatest of goals! Especially now that food shortages have

begun - Panera has a shortage of bread bowls for their soups, pickles are hard to Znd ... I think we'll get back to basics of doing

thing ourselves real quick here!
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mau7615
Joined On 8/9/2017 9:37:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely love this …..common sense?? Whoda thunk!???
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maude: You know, at one time, I used to break into pet shops to liberate the canaries. But I decided that was an idea way before

its time. Zoos are full, prisons are overlowing... oh my, how the world still *dearly* loves a *cage.*  Movie - Harold and Maude.

------ IMHO People love their cages - for it is what they know.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are all as brainwashable and gullible as we allow ourselves to be. We need to know our own boundaries, our own inner truth:

Voila! I am not an easy pushover! And I refuse to open up the doors to that. How about you, dear world citizens?
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BrianFraser
Joined On 6/17/2020 3:32:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do you know if you are the target audience of a Psychological Operation? Look for these tactical signs: 1. The presence of

fear, confusion, anxiety, urgency. 2. Use of division, anger, blame, isolation. 3. The use of ridicule and unfounded accusations. 4.

The widespread use of censorship, suppression of contrary viewpoints and information. 5. The use of bribes, coercion,

mandates, and threats of violence. 6. The government breaking its own rules in the interest of "national security", "safety", etc.

7. Attempts to break up a sense of community.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love nature. This society has become so artiZcial - it's truly disgusting! Just look at what's being injected into the arms of the

gullible - SYNTHETIC Spike Proteins! I continue to wonder what it is about such terminology that the masses don't understand.

-- Brian; you covered the points well.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COMMON SENSE DOES NOT EXIST TODAY EXCEPT IN POCKETS OF RESISTENCE. It is the one thing that has kept me alive 81

years.
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Johnno4
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:50:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's public knowledge Will Smith and Jada Pinkett Smith are in an open relationship. So he defends his wife after a comment about her

condition, but he doesn't have an issue with some other guy having sex with her? There's something odd about the whole incident.
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SibirskiKot
Joined On 1/10/2017 9:01:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think his reaction was an attempt to impress her. She seems in charge in the couple, and I doubt he feels really good about her

having other partners. His choice of words was rather sexual "keep my wife's name out of your F# mouth"..... That was my

feeling, which is in line with other people's feeling. Maybe I'm wrong. But I think this guy expresses it well :

 www.youtube.com/watch
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bwkirk5
Joined On 11/23/2009 5:24:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This whole covid thing stunk from day one. The Zrst “press conference” with Trump, Barr, Pence, Fao Chi, some stooge in a military

uniform, and some previously unknown school ma’rm type “doctor” telling us to wash our hands was so obviously contrived it was

actually hilarious. Trump and Barr looked like someone just burned down their house and shot their dog. Trump leaned on the podium

as if he was about to pass out and, sounding like a seventh grader with a reading disability, read off a lamely prepared speech he’d

obviously not proof read. It was simply pathetic. So pathetic that it was quickly shot down the memory hole and the next one was slick

and polished. How anyone could have watched that Zrst circus act and taken it seriously is beyond me. The only explanation I can

muster is simple stupidity. Trust big pharma? You have to be virtually brain dead.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"This whole covid thing stunk from day one". Yeah, like "Flatten the curve" in 14 days eh? Hahahaha!!! you wanna talk about

stupid and gullible sheep who even entertain a trile of such a thought???? Whew. That turned into two years and counting. Then

it was mask on, mask off! And the ironic, non-sense-ical "you will be free IF you take the vax" which really inherently, is a

statement that freedom is gone...duh! But, then you are not even "Fully vax'd" unless and until.....keep the vax stacks (that

rhymes) coming! So carrots are dangled, then taken away, dangled, taken away.....oh and don't you not comply or you will lose

house and home! Virtual gunpointing, the criminality is smoking in our nostrils! Oh and mind you, don't you talk about side

effects and deaths, that is just "Dangerous misinformation" about our "safe and effective" "vaccines"...which are genetic

modiZcation shots, and not even vaccines at all! False misleads, blinders applied, no disclosure, no informed consent! But just

trust BigPharma and just trust the powers that be.....denial knows no bottom, unless and until people get off that dark merry go

round! An idea whose time has come?
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for lightening the mood and providing some welcome relief from gloom and doom, BW. An apt description of former

President Trump as “a seventh grader with a reading disability” is one we have been looking for some time, even taking into

account the hatchet job done on him by the British Brainwashing Corporation. Perhaps he was unfairly ousted, who knows?

Everything the present incumbent has touched is tainted with evil, as is the case with many before him. I’m afraid it may be too

late to “make America great again” and the rot no doubt started long before 9/11. ‘Brain dead’ might be the consequence or the

necessary attribute for mainstream television and social media addiction.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For me; "The New Normal" told me all that I needed to know about what was coming.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YOU GOT IT, STUPIDITY!
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rachel Walensky who is paid as Director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention does her research by watching CNN, who

obtain their unbiased data about the vaccines directly from .... yes, you guessed it correctly - PZzer. Why do they pay these grossly

incompetetnt and completely corrupt government employees?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it is a prerequisite that PZzer would want a DISHONEST/ INCOMPETENT person to represent their interests
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't CDC a non-governmental corporation?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Brian, the CDC started as a branch of the US military, and is still operating in a quasi-military manner. However, it is also an

agency under HHS, and there is a CDC Foundation, a non-proZt funded by Big Pharma vaxxn companies: the root of most issues

is 2 masters, "money talks and..."
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Center for Disease Continuation!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

advertising is PROPAGANDA - the tolerance of rhetoric that is basically DISHONEST has social consequences that undermine values

that society needs in order to moderate moral considerations - if social values are subverted then the whole fabric of morality as a

social norm will fall into dissolution and the basis for social progress will then become the focus of DECADENCE - the fall of social

bonding becomes inevitable - the toleration of LIES AND DECEIT are the signs of decay and a moral vacuum that lawlessness

indicates as CHAOS - this is false persuasiveness in a nutshell
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As is known by people on this forum, my late father was a pharmaceutical salesman whose job was to "educate" the doctors

about the drugs he was selling! If someone on the street did that, they would be arrested! But see, BigPharma agents are

allowed to do what nobody else is allowed, and what is considered a crime is rewarded with a fat paycheck! The very model of

"educating" doctors by salesmen is as scary as deep dark black itself! Consider then, that yet another pharmaceutical salesman

who I met, told me that he would not give his family the very "medications" that he was selling! How kind, how honest is it, to sell

such things that one knows are causing harm to others? When my late father found out about the tweaked BigPHarma studies

he quit the Zeld out of conscience and changed careers! I know i have posted this many times, but it is something that needs to

be taken note of as an ongoing concern....to say the least.  Propaganda masquerading as "Education", you said it Stanleybecker!

I just wanted to underscore you. Thank you.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Verify everything. Don't trust these people.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 7:55:49 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I always have close captioning turned on. Try it! Watch a drug commercial while muting or turning down the sound and read the

captioning only. You will be astounded. It doesn't even appear to be the same commercial. Instead of rainbows and unicorns,

you can concentrate on the horrible side effects listed. THAT reveals how bad the mind control and product truly are.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 8:13:28 AM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And so many sheep swallowed it hook, line and sinker.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 6:33:25 PM
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In a substack article from March 30th, (amidwesterndoctor) about the Will Smith/ChrisRock incident at the Oscars, there is an insert of

a tweet from what appears to be the wife of a member of security for the event, stating that her husband, along with other security,

received a text prior to the event, that there would be an "altercation" on stage, & that they were not to intervene. Though I am unable to

include a link here, it would be fairly easy to Znd the article on substack.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion! Does any one of you wonder why I keep repeating that line? It's because people still don't seem to

"get it"! We live in a world that's based upon lies and deception! This society is totally controlled by Dark Money!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The way of the CCP. It cannot exist without deception as a primary pillar. Both Gates and Fauci, and many others have admired

the CCP models as a model to follow. Sure seems like it around the world the past 26 months doesn't it. Far longer than that, but

just more overt the last 26.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup; the Chinese model! Trudeau loves it! I have no patience with people who are not capable of putting together the pieces of

the puzzle/connecting the dots!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 9:52:33 AM
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awi7824
Joined On 11/27/2017 1:46:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nothing we see on tv is 'real'... “Nothing can bring you peace but yourself.... “But keep thy state; come not into their confusion.” ” ―
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Self-Reliance "Evil is whatever distracts." = Franz Kafka
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The American people don't believe a thing until they see it on TV". Richard M Nixon. Quote is from the time of the Zrst "moon

landing".
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please watch this video between Stew Peters and Dr David Martin...... Amazing..more so...

beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/04/stew-peters-live-dr-dav..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks! this April 4 interview with a status update from David Martin has an important Zrst section...not that the second and

third segments are any less important.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 9:22:28 AM
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rumble.com/vzpfz5-live-dr.-david-martin-biden-felonies-imminent-specia..  As a former Special Olympics volunteer/retired Case

Manager; it is hard to see rights/advocacy/ medical /positive /societal inluence -that took years to incorporate-derailed .

~Participation in sporting events is being limited to injected-only in many arenas. The Boston Marathon/ BAA announced

October 2021 that only injected persons could participate. Yes, I emailed and withdrew all support.  ~Running forums have

athletes self-reporting neuromuscular disorders, vascular issues, etc. Olympian /previous top American runner Kara Goucher

posted her battles with neuromuscular coordination; here is one persons' suggestion:   ~https://www.jogohealth.com/   "JOGO |

Digital Therapeutics for Neuromuscular Conditions  JOGO comprises an AI driven mobile app and wearable sensors to provide

virtual treatments for chronic pain and movement disorders by tapping into the neuroplasticity of the brain."  ~cited: Surface

electromyography-biofeedback (sEMG-B) is a technique employed for the rehabilitation of patients with neurological

pathologies, such as stroke-derived hemiplegia www.nature.com/.../s41598-019-49720-x  ~Tissue/Electronic Interface already

pointing in this direction: vimeo.com/122056283    ~RAND Corporation, Internet of Bodies:

www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR3200/RR3226/RAND..  ~Timeline on RAND Corp website:

www.rand.org/.../history.html  ~ these 2 publications from FDA on gene therapy products clinical trials:

www.fda.gov/.../download  ,  www.fda.gov/.../download  ~Plan Timeline: 2.5 hour movie, "Unsustainable", is elucidating:

www.youtube.com/watch  ~"Problem/solution" planned for a long time...Gratitude to Dr. Mercola, sources /resources, peoples'

posts, and Biblical refs that help to understand evil, etc.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

andiroadrunner - thanks for your interesting links! History lessons we were not privy to, most were buried and never reported on.

Interesting the naming of "Gene Therapy Products" was in use in 2015, which of course, these are.....and yes, saw one story

earlier today on the demand to have the shot for runners and Special Olympics!?! Sorry, my sense of humor turns dark -

Whoever slipped this one in wants to televise road injuries and deaths advertising effectiveness of these gene therapy shots??

Where is the list of their event sponsors? Well known by now that ace-2 receptors are highly developed in performance athletes,

leading to the assemblage of 100 plus deaths on Prof. soccer Zelds across the EU and sports in N America. Apparently Idiots

abound.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not agreeing with the “staged slap.” However, it has provided some Hilarious video memes. Jada did not show signs of patches, just

the typical shaved head a lot of black men and women don. As for the false controlled media, hasn’t anyone heard of Operation

Mockingbird? Started before and during the Cold War, so this is old new news. On another note, some barbers/salons are seeing more

hair loss in those who were sick or had whatever “cvid” is. Anyone else hear of this?
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Nadine17
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, most of us have experienced hair loss or know of someone who has and you can add to that list, messed up menses. Even

for we folks, who have not received the genocide clot shot, we are all effected by the shedding and covid and now with info like

plastic being found in our blood, no one has clean blood, no one is unharmed by what is going on, especially with 5G.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NPR, National Propaganda Radio. Stopped listening years ago when I awoken.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CDC--Center for Disease Out-of-Control, on purpose, and for proZt, based on veriZably patented, genetically engineered viruses

as "studies". Hmmm. (This is old news). patents.justia.com/.../7776521
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had pregnancy alopecia, so the doctors told me....lost 40% of my hair, ....it has never come back. How does pregnancy screw over a

female..... these hormones are STRONG.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I thought it was a stunt, but this corroborates it. These people are all paid actors. They are always on stage or before a camera even

when they are not. They cannot be themselves ever, and thus they perform their roles when they are cued. Follow the money. Always

follow the money.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One would think "if true" some simple auditing of monies "potentially" paid to Smith and or Rock would prove this out. Of course

no one will audit it. No way the stunt is done without some sort of compensation. Hence....follow the $$$ as always.
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Sophie26
Joined On 3/3/2021 9:26:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No surprise here. They are not ready to give up their fun with the fear porn, control and shock and awe. Especially while they're waiting

to sign into law the WHO's treaty. If/when that happens we are done. Am quoting some good advice I recently saw. "It is no longer our

job to wake up the sheep. The time has come to awaken the lions." So lions, wake up and roar.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no doubt that the 'WHO' will control "Global Healthcare". They already control the covid narrative and rhetoric. I see it

every day in the online "news" - The World Health Organization says/stated/recommends...
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No matter how many wake up, the evil ones will have the power so long as they have the money. Until their ill-gotten gains are taken,

hopefully through legal action, they will dominate society. I hope it doesn't take the collapse of civilization to break them, but it might.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A) I predict the day is coming very soon, when there will be a pendulum swing in which people defect from mainstream medicine to

naturopathic medicine. The reason is very simple: Side effects, deaths from the current "Vaccines" will wake up many, many people.

Not everybody is stupid enough to shut their eyes to the evidence (even if some people are). B) The media should be sued for false

and misleading advertizing about the safety and effectiveness. Class action is far more powerful than solo suits, and may break the

media blackout, and most certainly will be covered by the underground media if plaintiffs notify and ask the underground for news

coverage.

C) "Dangerous misinformation" better known as unconstitutional gag orders: Dictatorships protect the dictators and the special

interests, not the people. Democracies protect the people, not the special interests or "leaders". The protections of those in power is

usually based on monied interests. Somehow I really don't think that it is any coincidence at all, that our founding fathers penned

freedom of speech right into the very FIRST amendment of the US Constitution.

Any powers that be disrespecting this, must be ousted from their positions. Period, end! D) How two faced, that the FDA will chase

after naturopaths and even citizens like Steven Cokesey for making *True!* claims about natural health, but it will allow false and

misleading statements from BigPharma about their savior-complex drugs. E) Since When??? Were harsh chemicals ever healing

anyway? Why would people hold the belief that harsh chemicals are our saving grace? Maybe the body, like the psyche, likes gentle far

better eh? I bookend here: There is not going to be any way, even for the politicians and the media, to stile the free low of information

about the "vaccine" Side effects and deaths. People will talk. And if powers-that-be want to arrest or shoot half of the nations for doing

such a thing, good luck to them.Send the thugs to prison. Period
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can just shudder when I see BigPHarma's ads everywhere! Even in smallest and most low-scale magazines having nothing to

do with the health topic! Then they write a massive list of side effects including liver issues and seizures, but they call the

naturopaths the quacks. Chutzpah knows no end, and it's time to turn the tables! Oh but that's "dangerous misinformation" eh?

Chutzpah, once again. The Znger pointers are exactly describing themselves, beautifully. Blood clots, heart inlammation,

deaths. Just report about those and it is "Dangerous misinformation". Somehow I think brainwashes and agendas are afoot, and

these are always based on lies. BigPHarma is Afraid, quaking in their boots! Even if they know that they have "legal" immunity (a

gag order, don't Zle any complaints! Granted based on purely illegal bias from the get-go!) they also know that when the truth

comes out, people will defect.
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But this is going to be an unavoidable outcome anyway, and not only does it serve them right, it also begs for the overriding of

such "legal" immunity and the imprisonment of the perpetrators. I mean, *****WHY are we honoring gag orders based on

illegally biased favoritism ("legal" immunity) as the laws of the land anyway? Something to reconsider, and ask a judge and jury

to reconsider?And it's time to raise awareness to this question and blog widely about it! Time for a think!*****
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Add as Friend  Send Message

"...but they call the naturopaths the quacks." Think "ALLOQUACKS"!!!
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Mirandola, that was already happening back in the 90's. That's why the government intervened with health insurance laws in the

late 90's. Too many people were Znding solutions to health problems that contradicted MSM (main stream medicine). That

wasn't enough to keep the medical system aloat. Hospitals and clinics around the USA were closing in records numbers. The

lack of cash low was the #1 problem, so Obama creates the Affordable Healthcare Act (AKA: Obama Care). It MANDATES that

everyone have health insurance! If you fail to comply you get FINED with a charge on your tax return. Not only did Obamacare

mandate you to have health insurance, it required all doctors to accept health insurance as payment.

The logic of the Obama Administration was a little off. They thought that those without health insurance was due to lack of

affordability. So they made health insurance for the middle class that already had insurance PAY MORE for less coverage and

gave poor people discounted coverage. Then they took away your freedom to choose who you see for a doctor and everything

else. So many people said to hell with it! So Obamacare backZred, especially after Trump axed the penalties for not having

insurance. So the healthcare system continued its downward death spiral. It didn't help that many people like myself lost even

more trust in the medical system.

Many people, like myself, opted for the high deductible plan that pays for nothing so we could conform while not spending a lot

of money. It was predicted 5 years ago by some Znancial analyst that there would be medical system crash between now and

2025. That's when the pandemic hit! The "PLANDEMIC" was just another Band-Aid to help keep the medical system aloat. The

reckless disregard for safety and effectiveness with these mRNA jabs guarantees a bright future for Big Pharma and the

medical system. The long term health problems of these jabs will horrendous! It's the "hail marry" Fauci threw to save Big

Pharma!
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YES!!!!!!!!!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are people even watching junk like that; it's all satanic mockery and programming, as is most/all broadcast video! Most/all

advertising is propaganda and programming, and most should be banned, because it often is deceptive/manipulative. Hair loss is

probably due to poisoning and/or malnutrition, not genes, so it would be better to address the causes, rather that merely treat

symptoms.
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No proZt in eliminating the causes, only selling a band aid for the symptoms and creating new ailments.
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The zombie masses can't even see the blatant symbolism, imagery and Satanic rituals in the "music" videos! I don't watch the

boob tube; although, Shaking My Head Productions often includes them in their videos, just to make a point of the Luciferianism

that has taken over this society. Whenever I see the beginning of one of them; I either move along the time line, or shut it down,

totally.
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I lost my hair 4 times in 2000 due to chemotherapy. A year later thanks to, prayer, Dr. Mercola, going organic I went into

remission, did not die in 3 months like they said, my hair came back and I am still alive. I turn down the audio and then back up

for my old shows.
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Wow! "Did Will Smith Smack Chris Rock on Behalf of Sponsors?" You are really reaching here. Really.
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I have been around "show biz" for years. THAT was a stage slap. They are both actors and have been in the business for many

years. Taking and giving a stage slap is learned early on. And that is what that was.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

And even so, what would it matter, compared to increased death rates in young people only matched during large-scale wars?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

FDA corruption started SO long ago, and it's the same people at PZzer that run the nasty show.  It is hard to believe any one person

could be so evil, let alone an entire industry which includes the US government. But we have all seen the progression, this is the end

game. They are done, and we will be free of them soon.
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Incomprehensibility may be the greatest cover for an atrocity.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Will Smith has a net worth of $350,000,000. So he comes across to the whole world as a low-class (what he screamed out twice to

Chris) out-of-control, violent jerk, ruins his reputation and gets kicked out of The Academy all to beneZt PZzer?? His career and

reputation may never recover! What could PZzer offer him? More money? He's already more than a third of the way to being a

billionaire. He also will be remembered as a terrible role model for young people-if you are insulted or "disrespected" it is acceptable to

respond with physical violence. No way was this staged!!
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My immediate reaction to the news that Will Smith had resigned from the Academy was: good move. Those people are going

nowhere and the Oscars thing is winding down.
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In 1998 Monsanto got Fox to squash a damning story on rBST. Reporters edited it 67 times, but refused to add false information, so

they were Zred.  "Jane Akre and Steve Wilson accuse Tampa's WTVT-Ch. 13 not only of squashing their series on bovine growth

hormone and its disputed links to cancer, but also of ordering factually inaccurate rewrites."  (LARRY LEBOWITZ Staff Writer South

Florida Sun-Sentinel, Apr 03, 1998) Fear and money have been shaping the national news since the 1950s, e.g., Tail gunner Joe

McCarthy and his witch hunt for communists. Edward R. Murrow Znally condemned him in March, 1954, after four years. ". . . Murrow's

attack on McCarthy has become legendary—an iconic example of journalistic guts, and one that contains a directness which would

almost certainly not be allowed in any of Murrow's modern-day successors.

It's also a symbol of the ability of television to shape our historical memory; whatever impact Murrow may have had when "See it Now"

aired, the words and the video of his crusade against McCarthy have immortalized him." (Hupngton Post, Updated Mar. 17, 2014)

 Walter Cronkite visited Nam, and then ". . . on February 27, 1968, offered “a personal commentary in which he voiced his strong belief

that the war would end in stalemate.” Variety claims that his editorial on the conlict was “a critical” indication of public views on the

war.

" I haven't heard an opinion since!  Newscasters read what's given, e.g. Jane Pauley, was a "news reader". In the morning we get two

hours of giggles and BS between ads. Meanwhile, glaciers and middle-class are shrinking; democracy is dying; ignorance is rampant;

corporations and 1% are not paying their fair share of taxes; national debt is out of control; etc. . . . Yet, not one editorial about doing

the right thing. Why? All corporations loved Trump's $3 trillion tax break. Needless to say, I've stopped watching the mainstream

evening news and morning "showtimes".
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Since when do guys slap guys? When I was growing up, punches were thrown and only pansies slapped. Looked like a staged event.
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This whole thing reads like a greatest hits compilation of dystopian literature, with some fresh new tracks that blow the old standards

away.
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Excellent article. I could not listen to the video for long though. The article was right on! I was a young critical care nurse many years

ago and my brother was a doctor. I talked to him about getting the lue shot that I was told to get. He told me he would never get the

lue shot. Now, out of eight adult children in our family he and I are the only ones not to have gotten the COVID-19 jab. My second

oldest brother accused me as being as dumb as my doctor brother because I was lovingly arguing with him about the jab. I took that

as a complement. I am so grateful for the valuable information you give us on this subject!
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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Do they get their ideas from writers or … ? Send me the map to the exit, the Zre exit.
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

👁

’s so many & they have so many 

👂

’s listening in because we are just crazy seeking the 12 monkeys to head off the virus. And in the

end the sheeple will tag sling behind their exalted deities. What chance do we have.
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dpi6177
Joined On 8/4/2019 4:26:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“The solution to bad speech is more speech” (don’t know who said it Zrst). Freedom of speech is vital, so DTCA by anyone, including

pharma, must be allowed. An extremely wealthy person or company can have extreme inluence, and this can have bad consequences.

We should get rid of non-essential restrictions on our liberties for several reasons, one of which is that these restrictions can promote

extreme concentration of wealth in the hands of a relative few. We need a fully free market in medical provision; among the beneZts, it

would end the suppression and silencing of non-mainstream practitioners by government, and allow anyone to practice medicine; also,

it would open up the loodgates of competition in the medical industry, and this would probably make it harder for companies or

individuals to become super-wealthy. Also, we need to think about getting rid of at least some intellectual property rights (including

patents and copyrights); one reason is they promote extreme concentration of wealth in the hands of a relative few.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have long considered grug companies to be maniputating drs, hospitals, etc. Ever since one offered my dr a free vacation for 6 to

Bahamas if he wrote X number prescriptions for Prozac. He refused, told me about this because I asked him why drs prescribe so

many pills. He also said patients cometo him asking for pills to make it better, do not want to atop eaqting wrong foods, do more

themselves to get better. If you have noticed the pharma adds say "Tell your dr". If I have to tell my dr how to treat me, I need to staqrt

ooking for a new dr. My dr resigned later that year mostly due to pressure from pharma to prescribe, paper work required by

government and pressure from hospitals his Zrm was associated with.

The drs I now go to are aware of my dislike of PILLS and VACCINES, that I refuse to take them, instead prefer to rely on vitamins,

proper diet, exercise to maintain my health. Because i am 81, stll healthy, I feel this is supcient to prove me right. I live by myself in the

woods, over 1/2 mile from people, drive my Astro van. Housework is not so great but I hate it always have. house clean enough to suit

me and i care for 3 rescue cats.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I am one of eight children in my family, all of whom have or had their own families, and I have twelve deceased uncles and aunts

and their families, and more nieces and more nephews and their families than I care to try to count. I have also a subscription to

ancestry.com and have searched family history going back hundreds of years. And I have not found yet one single blood family

member who had a diagnosis of anything that resembles Parkinson Disease. But a little over a year ago my older brother, a retired

physician, received the two PZzer shots. Within a few months he was diagnosed with Parkinson Disease and a bit later had a seizure.

Today he is in Memory Care in a senior living care facility.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you considered he tested with it, but it may be spike proteins in the brain?.. may be able to detox some of this (if

interested, may need to spend time on the FLCCC website)
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, rrearose! Will look into it.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another PZzer pusher is the fake Dr. Phil who laid down with them and Follywood long ago. The fake Dr. Oz is another Pharma guy,

investing heavily in bird lu vaccines and then pushing them publicly. It's all about power, money, and control.
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HelenOC
Joined On 5/29/2008 12:25:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As you know, alopecia is simply the medical term for hair loss. JPS hasn't stated she has alopecia areata, just that she's experienced

alopecia. Considering how many weaves and treatments utilizing caustic products she's had done over the years, her condition is likely

traction alopecia or damage from the chemicals. She's also in her 50's, areata typically begins in childhood, rarely after the age of 30,

and is characterized by very smooth, small round patches of hair loss. She doesn't display that pattern and has a seemingly full head

of regrowth after shaving her head.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is only one word for this: IDIOCRACY In that movie the corporations bought the government and the media. Sound familiar?
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's why we call it "Holly-wierd." My biggest question is "Who the F*** cares?" I wished they would have duked it out proper. Would

have been a great laugh. LOL LOL LOL Pharma ads crack me up. The side effects are worse than the disorder being band aided.

Provides a good opportunity to make a quick head call and get a fresh beer.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a difference a few years can make. For those who believe the event was not staged. https://youtu.be/5DavUkWfR7U
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Saw a commercial last night (Zrst time) for two drugs given in combination for those who are immune suppressed.  Though there are

certainly those who are immune suppressed due to auto-immune disease & treatments for cancer, what occurred to me is that since

these covid "vaccines" damage the immune system, big pharm now wants to provide the medication to treat the condition that they

caused. Ingenious - cause the condition & then offer treatment!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothing has changed. It is what they have always done. Now they are more bolden because no one ever calls them out on it. So

it's easier to see the game they play now. You create the problem and then offer the cure. I suspected this back in 1978. By 1994

I had researched enough to know that most, so called, lifestyle diseases were created by the USDA and FDA in collaboration

with Big Pharma. The early 90's was the turning point for me. I would bring my research documentation to the doctor's opce

with well documented data to convince the doctor I was following their advice to the "T"! Most of the time the response I got

was "there's no way you are doing this".

One after one, each doctor would say, "Jim, I'm sorry, but I can no longer be your doctor". I'm like, "don't you want to try and

understand why your advice and medicine isn't working so you can better treat your next patient with these problems?" The

answer was always NO! Over 6 years of seeing specialist and MD's with no solutions, just DEMANDS like "You will have to take

these meds for the rest of your life"! BULL$H!T! I did Znally Znd that doctor in 1995 that actually wasn't in bed with Big Pharma

and wanted to actually CURE people of their conditions. His claim to fame was curing Type-2 Diabetes. If you just got diagnosed

with Type-2 he could reverse the disease WITHOUT MEDS! I was there for that actually.

Depending on what doctor I saw they said I was Prediabetic or Diabetic and they wanted to put me on insulin. It was after my

interview with this NEW doctor that I had a heart attack! He interviewed his patients and gathered critical health records to

investigate the problem(s) so he could make a calculated plan to reverse the conditions. The next appointment was over 3

months out! He conZrmed my heart attack and we proceeded to FIX the problems rather than treat the symptoms. I could write

a book on what I learned from this man and 95+% is the OPPOSITE of what the medical system suggest!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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The really sad part is that everything this man taught me should be COMMON KNOWLEDGE (common sense)! It's so simple!

The frustration keeps me awake at night! It's all about the money. The medical system could care less about anyone's health

and the consequences of their lies, deception, and drug pedaling. Anything they get wrong equals more illness/diseases they

get to proZt more on in the future. I knew this from at least 1980, but it was around 1993/94 when they told me I would be on

the meds I was currently taking for the rest of my life that really threw me for a loop. I was like "so you see no chance of me

getting over these health problems at my age of 28~29?" They were like, NOPE! That was it for me.

Too bad I didn't get that wakeup call sooner. I could have avoided the heart attack at age 29! I was having fun actually debating

with the doctors and proving their crackpot treatments, protocols, and diets didn't work. Seriously, if any of their BS protocols

and treatments worked, then why aren't they working? The heart attack made me call it quits and quit playing them at their

game. I seriously never thought I would have a heart attack at age 29. I might still be playing the "go see a doctor" game for

every health problem I encounter.
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Not having a family doctor since 1970, I have remained remarkably healthy. I just do the total opposite of what the system

"advises" and I am Zne.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Decade after decade after decade this is nothing new. More brazen sure, but why wouldn't it be when there is ZERO accountability or

anything of substance. These companies are like kids in a candy store with free reign. Round and round we go
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jjautomotivelockzoomtown
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM
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Another totally depressing article from one of the only truth tellers - Dr Mercola. I Zrst saw all those 'pZzer ads' in the report from

Canadian Covid Care Alliance  rumble.com/vqx3kb-the-pZzer-inoculations-do-more-harm-than-good.html  It was a great report and I

think I asked yesterday what Trudeau thinks about it, since he's acting like a little Hitler.  As far as Will Smith, my initial thought was

that he just snapped. It certainly looked that way to me. I wasn't too fond of all his begging's for forgiveness afterward. I know nothing

about Chris Rock, but am a fan of Will Smith. I was upset at what seems like EVERYONE chiming in to give their opinion, and most

were criticizing him, but it was everywhere I went for the last 2 days.

He's only 53 and it looks like he just sacriZced his career. I hope he got paid a lot.  But back to the original topic, I am very depressed

over all of this. I am not rich in any way and have been trying to Znd some place to move, nearer to my oldest son and grandchildren,

but everything is so expensive and getting worse, which I now Znd out is most likely connected to all of this. I hate the feeling of doom

and keep wondering (and praying) for someone to rescue us.
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oldcrank
Joined On 7/1/2014 6:19:21 AM
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On the alopecia connection: what is the point in pushing the drug to persons who do not have alopecia?
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Hi oldcrank, these drug companies are so twisted that I can believe anything about them, including this!  I don’t know if it’s a

stretch but I read from their site that the new Rx, is set to be the help ‘for a range of immuno-inlammatory diseases’ — which I

expect are set to surge as a result of the extensive jab campaign..?   .. So they are anticipating a broader market for this drug.  

 In their own words, “.. is an oral, once-a-day, selective sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P) receptor modulator being investigated

for a range of immuno-inlammatory diseases including ulcerative colitis, Crohn’s Disease, atopic dermatitis, eosinophilic

esophagitis, and alopecia areata.”
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Not certain, but hair loss is a Znding with whu-lu, but then again every symptom or side effect being tied to the whu-lu so who

the F knows right? So perhaps like many drugs originally designed for something like say Alopecia it is used in expanded ways

and with clever marketing with so many sheep willing?
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Oldcrank, When you advertise, you don't know who's watching.
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Joined On 5/29/2016 10:01:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Znd that very hard to believe
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Joined On 3/10/2018 8:22:21 AM
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Interesting how they’re all working on alopecia drugs now - maybe many people like myself got alopecia from the vaccine

🤔
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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I'm losing hair after having Covid in November. I didn't know what was going on and ticked off what was different. The only thing

was having Covid. I looked it up, and it turns out it's a thing. 2-3 months after having Covid, some people suffer from hair loss.

It's been going on about two months and there's a deZnite thinning. It's supposed to be short term. We shall see.
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This is where the "Rubber meets the Road"  stopsmartmetersbc.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/5G-The-good-or-bad-ne..
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Mikehl
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Followed the link " according to a British government report, 9 out of 10 COVID deaths have occurred in people who were fully

vaccinated14,15" I looked at the study and could only Znd details that state exactly the opposite.??? They actually speciZcally state

that vaccination provides better protecting against death than not being vaccinated. I want to believe that the jabs are not what they

are cracked out to be but am Znding it hard to sustain evidence based statements when the studies listed as links say the complete

opposite. What am I missing??? Is there some other way of interpreting the study, and if so, why did they say vaccination provides

protection against death. Just like the old Bob Dylan line, "When somethings not right its wrong". Cannot wait to be educated in a new

way to read a study to Znd out it says something other than what it states. No, I'm not being sarcastic- just not getting it. Would
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Mikehl, those newly awakened would most all wonder the same if they are smart. It's not unusual for studies to present data

that says one thing and write a conclusion that contradicts the data they just presented. That didn't happen 50 years ago. It

happened much less even just pre-COVID. We live in a deeply corrupt time. Do you think a government employee could publicly

conclude the jabs aren't working? Or that it is NOT a pandemic of the unvaxxed? Maybe soon, not now though. They all know the

consequences of that. So, they can present accurate, or at least not totally fabricated data that shows the truth so long as they

parrot the narrative in their conclusion. Weird? Yes it is, but that's where we are.
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My brother texted me a curious message after the slap heard around the world about this very subject. Create the problem, solve the

problem. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8673931  I wonder how many will experience hair loss from the vax.  As for the dynamic duo -

I'm all done with that. I'm not sure Will would have done that for PZzer - people seem very divided on the subject. I question those who

applaud pubic displays as such, when it might have been handled better in private, especially since Chris was reading what they'd

written for him. The script could have been written to pay homage to PZzer's new vaccine, in some weird way, but Will's reaction once

Jada made the ugly face and said, "You gonna let him talk like that about me?" ... Okay - I have to stop, it's getting cringy all over

again... But, in other news, at least Chris Rock's sales are going through the roof. Good job buddy! You kept it classy.
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Have you ever noticed in drug ads that the disclaimer is, If you are allergic to this drug, stop taking it. ? How do you know that

you are allergic to it unless you take it?
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have heard the aforementioned NPR reporter Rob Stein eagerly report on the pFizer covid vaccine. As of 2022, he is still toeing the

line. His reporting sounds exactly like a Fizer drug rep, or a CDC press release. Pathetic.
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boldgandydancer
Joined On 2/16/2021 4:58:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NPR needs to shut down and apologize to the American people. Rob Stein, do you know what personal integrity is? I didn't think

so.
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmm...well, if so, then I think even LESS of him. I've stopped watching movies. They are second only to social media as a waste of

time.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here! The only movies I watch anymore are reruns from the 40's and 50's.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try a few interesting foreign movies. Many are a big improvement on the usual Holland crop
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would still like to know what actually DOES help for alopecia
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Cakesjean I just did some very quick research, maybe this help you. Seventy-Zve percent of patients with moderate to severe

alopecia areata -- an autoimmune disease that causes patchy, and less frequently, total hair loss -- had signiZcant hair regrowth

after treatment with ruxolitinib, reported researchers from Columbia University Medical Center (CUMC). By the end of their

treatment, average hair regrowth was 92 percent. www.sciencedaily.com/.../160922093317.htm  2016

 www.sciencedaily.com/.../181010132422.htm   These medicines are JAK inhibitors, but you can google for natural JAK

inhibitors and hairloss.

 See this blog by dr Berg that got a short video, easy to understand, and a summary and research links under it

www.drberg.com/blog/the-11-types-of-alopecia-and-how-to-Zx-it-dr-berg  Here is advice what to use topical, but my advice is to

eat this as well: www.youtube.com/watch  look under this video for summary and research. Another factor can be high levels of

cortisol, if you have stress for a longer period.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I cannot speak about alopecia. However, I have enough unruly naturally curly hair to outZt 3 sheep thru the winter. I wish Ma

Nature had some moderation in deciding who gets hair as I would willingly share some of mine.  In general, I have a hunch that I

grow so much hair because of my high mineral diet. SpeciZcally, because I live almost entirely on game meat, seafood and

homegrown, or foraged fruits and vegetables.  Prob the game meat, in particular, as some cuts are known to have 3x the

minerals of commercial beef. Also, we eat the organs and eat the animal from nose to tail, rather than selecting only the cuts we

like best.
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boldgandydancer
Joined On 2/16/2021 4:58:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go to Frontline doctors, maybe they can point you in the right direction.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vitamin D3, 8000 -10,000 IU per day. VitD is a secosteroid hormone, that, through a convoluted pathway, ultimately acts a an

aldosterone agonist. Aldosterone is necessary for hair growth.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Real men Zght with their Zsts. Will smith is a soy boy. He and his wife have an open marriage. She probably got this condition because

of her lifestyle. They are sinning against their own bodies and each other. They probably got the clot shot too. I have seen people that

have a lot less hair since they got it
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a legal reason (I believe) for the open hand slap. If charges are made against Will they can use "crime of passion" and an

open hand slap is usually considered an impulse reaction. In other words, the charges will be reduced to a misdemeanor assault

instead of felony battery. I agree, no man does this. That's why most of us agree it was staged. It has the makings of WWE fake

wrestling written all over it.
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SeeTheAllSeeingEye
Joined On 7/28/2014 6:01:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i don'r have spare time, however, it's extremely important to share some detail of the upcoming false lag ................... you will not be

required to pay anything to signup to watch this video -    https://inspired.locals.com/        Guardians of the looking glass -, important

new updates.... Agenda 2030
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curtis7
Joined On 4/22/2012 10:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Come on now.. Not everything that happens on mass media is attributable to big Pharma propaganda.. Chris Rocks crass comment

about Pinket-Smiths lack of hair should never have been made. So yes Will Smith did slap Chris rock. It was not staged. It was an

irresponsible violent spontaneous act. He has already resigned from the Academy. The slap will cost him in the future. How much, no

one knows.. Its a fact his public image took a hit. Image is everything in Hollywood.. Some studios will think twice now about hiring

him.

 Now regarding The Biggest propaganda machine the world has ever seen, is absolutely Big Pharma's. BP enjoys total global capture

of the Covid dialogue. But their grip on the dialogue is slipping. It's slipping every day. The truth keeps seeping out. A recent poll

revealed 40% of the American public now understands that these poison jabs are dangerous. That's good news because approximately

eight months ago that percentage was about 25%.. In my opinion what we need to focus on is how to bring about the Nuremberg trials

part two.

Federal indictments need to come out ASAP for the leaders of the FDA, CDC, WHO, NIH, FNIH, PZzer, Moderna, J&J. Hopefully we can

we can put Fauci along with the entire group of big Pharma hoodlums in jail for the rest of their lives. Strip them of every Znancial

asset they have. If any of our political leaders knowingly facilitated Big Pharma's murder and mayhem, then they too should only see

the inside of a cell for the rest of their lives.
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your table of contents hints about the subject of the articles always get me to play a guessing game. I was convinced by my guess

that this would be about a psychiatric drug! Isn't that the main thing that they really want above all...to chemically lobotomize us all

into submission?
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Solunas
Joined On 3/2/2007 2:25:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, but this is really reaching. Never underestimate the stupidity and rudeness of someone rich and probably drunk.
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SeeTheAllSeeingEye
Joined On 7/28/2014 6:01:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

for those members familiar with the Kabal's agenda (Agenda 2030).... Next false lag is scheduled for April 18, 2022. dirty bomb - New

York- blamed on Russia -
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Nadine17
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That seems a stretch to think the slap/assault was about the sale of a drug. I'm not hearing much about why the slap was committed

as much as the act itself.  That in and of itself is the problem. Sure, maybe they'll try to spin it for drug proZt, like they do with

everything else. Just my thought.
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ker8118
Joined On 11/17/2021 4:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did the video forget to add FOX?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is anyone surprised? We've seen this building for over a century now with the centralization of power, the taking of the US back under

the occulted globalist bankers & steerers of the old European Romish order& circumvention of the Constitution in 1913; the

revisionists&corruptors with their Revised & American Standard committee&copyright 'conscious evolving' scheme had their 'living'

bibles & were well on the way with their 'living' playdough Constitution: the dumbing down, the demoralization....the stealthy &

deceitful transformation, 'trickle down' like sewage from those highest up & deepest in....

The psychedelic is as deep into this as the otherwise alchemical transhumanists & proponents of the not-so-new Plato's

perverse-pederast, elitist Republic worldwide empire with an Augustinian slant & white-washing to appear 'Western' and 'Christian'.

Anything good, true, right & pure has been censored from the public 'conversation' & manipulated markets & media for many, many

years. This is just the latest spin on it now that America is as thoroughly leavened & compromised, enslaved & in bondage as the rest

of the world: the great unwashed, the lower levels of the pyramidal society they chafe at the bit to build: those builders who've turned

from truth, holding it in unrighteousness & dealing with it winkingly, selectively, hypocritically....who've rejected the chief cornerstone.

 Those who fall upon it our broken, w/hope of salvation...but those who reject & upon whom it falls? Ground to powder: Luke 20&1

Peter 2 KJB.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who is surprised? We've watched this thing being set up the last 100+ years, getting worse & with the dumbed down, demoralized, &

initiated & sorted elite getting worse as the years went by. Who's worse? Those who knowingly set this up to get America & the King

James Bible light & power out of the way for their ambitions & dream establishment of Plato's perverse & arrogant, elitist & gnostic

Republic: MYSTERY BABYLON THE GREAT & Rome's one world empire now steering & partnering even w/ the Dragon people of the

East& all shamans: at their head.....shucking their 'Western Civ' jive for what the Dagon cap & serpent crozier, audience hall etc all

portray & hearken back to? America's deZnitely now as fully leavened as the rest of the world, & it's hard to tell Tel Aviv from San

Francisco, or Spain & France from Texas, Rome, the UN & meetings of the imams, Mormons & every other layered occult/covert

idolatrous humanist gnostic godmen cult.

Nothing new under the sun. Speaking to Daniel, the Jew, & the world & his people at the end: Dan 12:4-13 KJB But thou, O Daniel, shut

up the words,* seal the book, even to the time of the end: many shall run to& fro,& knowledge shall be increased.  .... Da 12:6 And one

said to the man clothed in linen, which was upon the waters of the river, How long shall it be to the end of these wonders? 7 And I

heard the man clothed in linen, which was upon the waters of the river, when he held up his right hand& his left hand unto heaven, and

sware by him that liveth for ever that it shall be for a time, times,& an half;& when he shall have accomplished to scatter the power of

the holy people, all these things shall be Znished. Da 12:8 And I heard, but I understood not: then said I, O my Lord, what shall be the

end of these things? Da 12:9 And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words are closed up and sealed till the time of the end. ...
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the news media won't report the scandal of deaths from legal drugs because their incomes are so greatly dependent on advertising

revenues from pharmaceutical companies. Reverend Jim Lynn, in his book, The Miracle of Healing in your church today, says it bluntly:

"Medicine that heals is of God. Medicine that harms is of Satan" Modern Medicine has been largely reduced to the administration of

drugs, all of which have undesirable side effects, sometimes fatal. The roots of atheistic medicine are revealed in the roots of the

word, "pharmaceutical." it comes from the Greek word, "pharmakeuein." meaning "To practice witchcraft," and the word "pharmokon,"

meaning "poison." In Revelations 9:21; 18:23; and 22:15 we Znd four references to sorcerers or sorcery all of which have been

translated from the Greek pharmakeia, pharmakeus, or  pharmakos.

Furthermore, in Galatians 5:19-21, Paul lists the "acts of the lesh" or the "acts of the sinful nature" as "adultery, fornication,

uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, etc..." The Greek word for idolatry here is "eldololatreia" which means

"worship of that which is not God" The English word, "idolatry," comes from the Greek root, whose dictionary deZnition is "excessive

attachment or trust in a person or thing." These phrases could well describe the attachment and  excessive trust that many have for

their doctors and/or the medical system in general? The Greek word, eidololatreia, is found also in 1 Corinthians 10:14, Colossians 3:5

and 1 Peter 4:3 where, in every instance, we are advised by scripture to avoid it.  Continued... 2nd part is being censored by this

website and will not post 

😫
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imajwru
Joined On 1/20/2016 4:06:59 PM
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Is everything that people do connected to Big Pharma or conspiracies? According to you, evidently it is. I thought it was admirable how

he did not tolerate ridicule towards his wife from this 'comedien" however, I do not condone violence. it does not matter if Chris knew

she had hair loss issues or not. Most "comediens' make me sick. Their language and humor is mostly ALWAYS inappropriate. But I

digress..... Something was said inappropriately towards his wife and Will responded. PERIOD.  PLEASE STOP trying to make all news

events related in some way to Big Pharma in the background/foreground. AND stay out of politics;  I applaud your background and

knowledge about supplements.....please do us all a favor and QUIT stirring up controversy and conspiricies and stick to selling

vitamins.
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Sophie26
Joined On 3/3/2021 9:26:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You must be a troll or work for PZzer. Am I correct?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 8:20:15 AM

# Like  $ Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

imajwru, it was obvious that this was a staged event by ACTORS being paid to act. Will was laughing when he walked up to Chris

and smiling after the fake slap (ever watch a Rocky movie). When he returned to his seat, he saw the expression on his wife and

decided to ramp it up with shouting and profanity. It was only to create attention for her condition and the drug to be released in

the morning. If you think it was all a coincidence, please move on to a non-thinking person's forum.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please stop being a TROLL! I see, you also brought all of your buddies here today.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 9:45:32 AM
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sophie26, see my post to mga.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/7/2022 3:03:16 AM
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Temlakos
Joined On 10/20/2008 12:34:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let me get this straight. You suggest that PZzer, or its advertising agent(s)/agency, put Will Smith and Chris Rock up to that stunt? And

is this the real reason the Academy has all but thrown him out, and now he's having projects canceled and not getting any more

projects? Then why are we not hearing about this from anyone but you? I would have thought this would be a scandal and a half.  Now

I'll vouch for what you say about what goes on in medical schools today, and the drug company sponsorship of Continuing Medical

Education classes that, these days, are taking place on Caribbean cruises and such venues. But I would have thought the kind of setup

we saw on the Oscars show would be a bridge too far, even for the Oscar Academy.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 7:18:06 AM
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They think we are stupid.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 8:00:05 AM
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Sophie26
Joined On 3/3/2021 9:26:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no bridge too far any longer. And this is not being said by just this site. Look at all the insane things that have happened

in the past 2 years. Things that we could never have dreamed up. This follows right in line. It's called marketing. They come up

with new creative crap all the time. This one worked big time, didn't it.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are we not hearing about this from anyone but Dr. M? Well, somebody has to be Zrst. And really I doubt he is the Zrst, just

the Zrst we've seen. "I would have thought this would be a scandal and a half". Why would you think that, after watching all the

complete, devastating, utter insanity of the last few years go completely unchallenged by anybody in the mainstream except a

few like Senator Johnson? And not just COVID, so many other travesties like the laptop from hell, Afghan pullout, Russiagate

hoax and Steel Dossier, etc, etc. Nothing gets called out as a scandal, no matter how blatantly corrupt. Dr. M isn't saying this

was a pharma-sponsored staged incident. He's just saying the possibility should be kept in mind. I agree, although I think it's

unlikely.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Temlakos, if in 2019 someone had told me they'd seen two years into the future and described the events of 2020 and 2021, I

would have said that every molecule of it was a bridge too far. And yet, here we are. Remember early on in the scamdemic how

Tom Hanks and his wife were trotted out onto the world stage with stories about how terrible their run-in with covid had been.

Hollywood has long been used to sell things.
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tendeleo
Joined On 6/15/2014 10:55:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps you are right, but remember, anything that gets put in the press is subject to propaganda, so the stories about Smith's

"punishment" can be part of that too. Mercola is not the only one suggesting this was staged as well.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 9:10:08 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Then why are we not hearing about this from anyone but you? I would have thought this would be a scandal and a half." My best

guess, because the medical maZa and big pharma $$$ are involved???

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 9:28:42 AM
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mga37965
Joined On 8/29/2014 9:27:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a bot, probably government paid. Exact message from many proZles. DISGUSTING US GOVERNMENT.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 11:09:08 PM
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mga, Temlakos has been here since 2008, much longer than you. This is a forum where you should be entitled to give your

opinion with being called a bot or a troll. It's OK to disagree, but name-calling is not necessary. Not a fan of Big Pharma or

Phizer, but is free speech no longer allowed here without being attacked? Just state your opinion and leave it at that.
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starstuff
Joined On 12/20/2021 8:57:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love Mercola. I do. But I’m starting to lose faith. This isn’t the Zrst time I’ve followed a link to a claim in an article only to see that it’s

completely and totally misrepresented, if not fully fabricated. The data in the UK report does not say that 9/10 Covid related deaths are

in vaccinated. In fact, it supports the OPPOSITE: worse disease and mortality for those unvaccinated. Come on, guys. There are

people out there watching everything your writers say and do like hawks. It better be veriZable. Read: not wildly inlammatory and

fear-based, NOT a twitter link (since when was that a reputable source, anyways??), and NOT pushing your version of a

narrative...which is much of what the political posts have been lately. Remember that the truth is almost always somewhere in

between. assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/att..
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drjasonb
Joined On 12/14/2015 7:09:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ridiculousness to the nth degree. Pardon me, but the notion that Smith, Rock, and the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences

PLANNED that "slap heard 'round the world" stretches so far beyond the periphery of reason, it disturbs me that Mercola would post

such utter conspiracy-theory-ridden tripe. This should've been his April Fool's joke. It makes me concerned, as a shrink (and just as a

rational human), that his ability to remain grounded in reality has been irrevocably compromised. And, those who believe even half of

what he espouses really would do well getting their heads examined.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2022 9:34:15 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your response sounds very familiar......let me think.....Oh yeah! I got it. Remember Fauci's response to Sen Paul asking him

about the origin of Sars-Cov-2? Or when Paul asked Fauci if we funded gain of function research in Wuhan? You sound just like

Fauci. So are you and undercover troll for Big Pharma?
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi drjasonb, oh wow I see you — you’re a shrink and are part of the system. Wondering who you are sponsored by? Never mind.

We all know that all the players in this drama are of the dark and as such can not be trusted.  Many body language experts have

said that this was a staged event so this is not such an unbalanced perspective to follow the money to see who beneZted. I

would tell you what I really think but I can see that you are ready to put your darkened hand to Bible, and testify against anyone

questioning every piece of the narrative that appears in the public realm.. You be careful because there is karma and your quick

run to judge will come right back to you.
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drjasonb
Joined On 12/14/2015 7:09:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arlen1 and Luvvvy, please be very careful about making assumptions. About everything. In fact, it would eliminate about 97% of

miscommunication and conlict if we all quit making assumptions. Because most of the time, they're incorrect. As is the case

with your assumptions about me. Thanks!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arlen, you left out the "laptop from hell"! Remember EVERYONE from Nazi Pelosi to Jen Psaki and every Liberal news outlet

calling Hunter Biden's laptop "Russia Disinformation"? It was another Fox News and Donald Trump conspiracy theory?? Now

Hunter is under investigation, we are looking at an indictment soon, and New York Times has VERIFIED everything on the laptop

is real, NOT Russian disinformation: anthonyblogan.com/the-new-york-times-veriZes-hunter-bidens-infamous-l..   So, if this

wasn’t a publicity stunt paid for by Big Pharma it should have been! If I were the CEO of PZzer I would call Fox News today and

say YEP, I did it….I’m guilty, because it was GENIUS! Think about it.

Prior to this event, most people have never even heard of alopecia. Now EVERYONE knows about this condition. They

one-upped everyone. This is the future of advertising. They basically got free advertising without placing a single add. I guess

big pharma is learning from Trump. All he has to do is show up to a stadium and he gets free press. No need to pay for

ridiculous air time for advertisements. Just do a rally. This is Big Pharma's equivalent to a Trump Rally!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone who would become a shrink should have their head examined except it would have to be by another shrink. It is well

documented that psychiatrists and psychologists are more unstable with worse mental and emotional problems than their

patients. Psychiatrists being the most harmful as they prescribe toxic, poisonous drugs. And the fact that Dr. Jason B believes

those actors weren't acting proves he is delusional.
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mga37965
Joined On 8/29/2014 9:27:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BOT
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mga, I wouldn't call someone who has been around for over 6 years a bot. Bots usually drop in and run.
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rbenninga
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:43:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish Mercola would stick to health advice only which he has great expertise in. He should have never ventured into politics and

global theories....it lessens his credibility. Of all the wacho theories he has expounded, this Smith/Rock on is one of the most

absurd...a guy is not going to ruin his career for the beneZt of big Pharma.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems that you choose to remain oblivious. I think this article has made its point!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You didn't get the memo? They slapped Dr. Mercola with a threat to shut him down if he promotes aanything medical that

discredits Big Pharma and the Covid-19 Narrative. It's why all his articles are removed in 48 hours after publishing them.

Seriously! Where have you been?
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rbenninga, half of the world has sold their souls to the almighty dollar of big pharma. What makes you think a celebrity wouldn't

do the same? Once people like Fauci, Gates, Pelosi, the producers of 60 Minutes, etc get a taste of the almighty dollar, they want

more and more and more. It's like a drug. Randy and Arlen are correct on this one.
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